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意志決定を支援する音声対話システムの構築と評価
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ユーザがシステムから情報提示を受けながら候補を選択する意志決定型の音声対話
システム構築と被験者実験の結果を報告する．これまで我々は，意志決定対話を部分
観測マルコフ過程 (POMDP)としてモデル化し，ユーザの意志決定の良さを最大化
するための対話戦略の最適化を行ってきた．本稿では，提案モデルを用いた対話制御
手法と複数のベースライン手法とを被験者実験により評価した結果を報告し，ユーザ
シミュレーション環境で有効性を確認した提案手法が，実ユーザを対象とした場合で
も有効であることを示す．

User Study of Spoken Decision Support System
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Hisashi Kawai,†1 Hideki Kashioka†1

and Satoshi Nakamura†1

This paper presents the results of the user evaluation of spoken decision sup-
port dialogue systems, which help users select from a set of alternatives. Thus
far, we have modeled this decision support dialogue as a partially observable
Markov decision process (POMDP), and optimized its dialogue strategy to max-
imize the value of the user’s decision. In this paper, we present a comparative
evaluation of the optimized dialogue strategy with several baseline strategies,
and demonstrate that the optimized dialogue strategy that was effective in user
simulation experiments works well in an evaluation by real users.
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1. Introduction

In many situations where spoken dialogue interfaces are installed, information access

by the user is not itself a goal, but a means for decision-making1). For example, in using

a restaurant retrieval system, the user’s goal may not be obtaining price information

but instead making a decision based on the retrieved information about the restaurants.

In these situations, users try to extract information from the system that will aid their

decision-making. Yet users, often unaware not only of what kind of information the

system can provide but also their own preferences or factors in which they place value,

can ultimately retrieve insufficient information. Systems themselves have little knowl-

edge of the users, or where their interests lie; thus a system must bridge these gaps

by sensing (potential) user preferences and recommending information in which they

would be interested, considering the trade-off with the length of the dialogue.

To handle such use cases, we have proposed a user model and dialogue state repre-

sentation, which consider user preferences as well as their knowledge about the domain

changing through a decision support dialogue by modeling as a partially observable

Markov decision process (POMDP). A dialogue strategy for information recommenda-

tion was optimized, and its effectiveness was confirmed by user simulation2). Unfortu-

nately, as mentioned in several studies, an improvement in the simulation environment

does not necessarily mean an improvement in a real user experiment3),4). The main

point of this paper is thus to demonstrate that the optimized dialogue strategy is also

effective with real users.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of spoken decision

support dialogue. Section 3 covers an overview of the system and task domain. Section

4 reports on the proposed user model, dialogue state expression and their evaluation by

user simulation. Section 5 gives user study of the system and Section 6 concludes the

paper.

2. Spoken Decision Support Dialogue

We assume a situation in which a user selects from a given set of alternatives. In

the real world this is highly likely, such as when a user selects a restaurant from a list

of candidates presented by a car navigation system. This work considers a sightseeing
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図 1 Hierarchy structure for sightseeing guidance dialogue

planning task where the user determines the sightseeing destination, with little prior

knowledge of the target domain. Consulting dialogues such as these are also regarded

as a type of decision-making problem. That is, the user selects from a given set of

alternatives based on certain criteria. Several studies in the operations research field

have addressed decision support systems, with the Analytic Hierarchy Process5) (AHP)

being the typically employed method. In the AHP, the problem is modeled as a hierar-

chy consisting of the decision goal, the alternatives for achieving it, and the criteria for

evaluating these alternatives. For the sightseeing planning task that we focus on in this

paper, the goal is to decide on an optimal spot that aligns with the user’s preference.

The alternatives are comprised of all sightseeing spots that can be proposed and ex-

plained by the system. We adopt the decision criteria defined in our tagging scheme6).

These include various deciding factors used in planning sightseeing activities, such as

the presence of “cherry blossoms” or a “Japanese garden.” Figure 1 shows an example

hierarchy using these criteria.

In this model, the user’s problem of making an optimal decision can be solved by

fixing a weight vector Puser = (p1, p2, . . . , pM ) for criteria and a local weight matrix

Vuser = (v11, v12, . . . , v1M , . . . , vNM ) for alternatives in terms of the criteria. The opti-

mal alternative is then identified by selecting the spot k that maximizes the priority of∑M

m=1
pmvkm. In typical AHP methods, the procedure of fixing these weights is often

conducted through pairwise comparisons for all possible combinations of criteria and

spots in terms of the criteria, followed by weight tuning based on the results of the com-

parisons5). However, the methodology cannot be directly applied to spoken dialogue

systems. To users, the information about a spot in terms of the criteria is not known,

and is obtained only through the system’s information navigation; thus, it is difficult to

evaluate and compare the spots without this navigation. Spoken dialogue systems also

usually handle several candidates and criteria, which makes pairwise comparison ex-

pensive. We therefore consider a spoken dialogue framework that estimates the weights

for the user’s preference (potential preferences) as well as the user’s knowledge of the

domain through interactions of information retrieval and navigation.

3. Decision support system with spoken dialogue interface

Our dialogue system has two functions: answering users’ information requests and

making recommendations. When asked to explain certain spots or their properties (de-

cision criteria), the system provides an explanation in terms of the requested property.

After providing the requested information, it then provides information to aid in making

a decision (e.g., instructing what the system can explain or recommending details on

the current topic that the user might be interested in). Note that the latter is optimized

via reinforcement learning.

Our back-end database consists of 15 sightseeing spots as alternatives and 10 decision

criteria described for each spot �1. We select decision criteria that frequently appear

in our corpus6). Our candidate spots are evaluated and annotated in terms of these

criteria if they apply to them. The value of the evaluation enm is “1” when the spot n

applies to the criterion m and “0” when it does not.

The content of the recommendation is determined by one of six possible methods. The

dialogue act (or action) of system recommendation asys consists of a communicative

act ca (or recommendation method) and semantic content sc. The semantic content

includes spots and/or criteria, which are determined by the heuristic rules defined for

each method.

( 1 ) Recommendation of criteria based on the currently focused on spot

(Method 1)

This method is structured on the basis of the user’s current focus on a particular

spot. Specifically, the system selects several criteria related to the current spot

whose evaluation is “1” and presents them to the user.
( 2 ) Recommendation of spots based on the currently focused on criterion

�1 The number of alternatives is small compared to systems dealing with information retrieval, but

note that this work focuses on the process of comparing and evaluating candidates that meet

“essential condition” (e.g., Famous temple easily accessible on foot from Kyoto station).
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(Method 2)

This method functions on the basis of focus on a certain criterion.
( 3 ) Open prompt (Method 3)

The system does not make a recommendation, and presents an open prompt.
( 4 ) Listing of criteria 1 (Method 4)

This method lists several decision criteria to inform the user of the criteria that

the system can handle, regardless of the current focus spot and criterion. The

system lists the criteria in ascending order starting from what it estimates as

low-level.
( 5 ) Listing of criteria 2 (Method 5)

In this method, the system lists in the order of what it estimates as user’s higher

preference.
( 6 ) Recommendation of user’s possibly preferred spot (Method 6)

The system recommends spots that the users would be interested in based on the

estimated preferences. It selects several spots that matches to the user’s prefer-

ences based on the estimated user preferences. This collaborative filtering like

method will be helpful to users if the system successfully estimates the user’s

preference; but it irrelevant if it does not.

4. Optimization of dialogue strategy

4.1 User modeling

We introduce a user model that consists of a tuple of knowledge vector Kuser, prefer-

ence vector Puser, and local weight matrix Vuser. In this paper, for simplicity, a user’s

preference vector or weight for criteria Puser = (p1, p2, . . . , pM ) is assumed to consist

of binary parameters. That is, if the user is interested in (or potentially interested in)

the criterion m and places value on it when making a decision, the preference pm is set

to “1”. Otherwise, it is set to “0”. In order to represent a state in which the user has

potential preferences, we introduce a knowledge parameter Kuser = (k1, k2, . . . , kM ).

This parameter represents whether the user perceives that the system can accommodate

his/her preferences. It is also interpreted as a parameter to indicate if the user is aware

that he/she is interested in the criteria. km is set to “1” if the user knows that the

system can handle criterion m and “0” when he/she does not. For example, the state

that the criterion m is the potential preference of a user (but he/she is unaware of that)

is represented by (km = 0, pm = 1). km is updated to “1” when the system informs

the user of the recommendation through Methods 1, 2, 4, and 5. A user’s local weight

vnm for spot n in terms of criterion m works as the user’s knowledge on whether the

preference pm is satisfied by visiting the spot n. vnm is set to “1”, when the system lets

the user know that the evaluation of spots are “1” through recommendation Methods

1 and 2.

4.2 Dialogue state expression

In above section we presented the user state representation. However the prob-

lem is that for the system, the state (Puser,Kuser,Vuser) is not observable, but is

only estimated from the interactions with the user. Therefore this model can be seen

as a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP)7). In order to estimate

unobservable properties of the POMDP, we introduce the system’s inferential user

knowledge vector Ksys or probability distribution (estimate value) Ksys = (Pr(k1 =

1), P r(k2 = 1), . . . , P r(kM = 1)) and that of preference Psys = (Pr(p1 = 1), P r(p2 =

1), . . . , P r(pM = 1)). In this work, we do not estimate the weight, because vnm is

assumed to be set to “1” only when the system lets the user know that the evaluation

of the criterion m of the spot n is “1” through recommendations, thus Vsys = Vuser.

This consequently means that Vuser is observable.

The dialogue state DSt+1 or estimated user’s dialogue state of the step t + 1 is

assumed to be dependent only on the previous state DSt, as well as the interactions

It = (at
sys, a

t
user). This approximation is often adopted in spoken dialogue management

systems using a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) representation4). The relation of the

parameters used in our model is illustrated as DBN in Figure 2. The estimated user’s

preference Psys is updated when the system observes the interaction It. The update is

conducted using Bayes’ Theorem, with the previous state DSt as a prior. The posterior

of the estimated user’s knowledge of criteria km is updated to “1” when the system tells

or the user requests the criteria. An example of this update is illustrated in Figure 3.

4.3 Reward function

The reward function that we use is based on the number of attributes agreed upon

between the user preference and the decided spot. The reward R is then calculated

based on the improvement in the number of agreed attributes between the user’s actual

(potential) preferences and the decided spot k over the expected agreement by random
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図 2 Dynamic Bayesian network of the model

� �
Priors of the estimated state:

- Knowledge: Ksys = (0.22, 0.31, 0.02, 0.18, . . . )

- Preference: Psys = (0.37, 0.19, 0.48, 0.38, . . . )

Interactions (observation):

- System recommendation:

asys = Method1{(Spot5), (Det1, Det3, Det4)}
“Japanese garden (Det1), World heritage (Det3) and fall foliage (Det4) are some of the

areas about which information is available on Ninnaji (Spot5).”

- User query: auser = Accept{(Spot5), (Det3)}
“Tell me about world heritage sites. (Det3)”

Posterior of the estimated state:

- Knowledge: Ksys = (1.00, 0.31, 1.00, 1.00, . . . )

- Preference: Psys = (0.26, 0.19, 0.65, 0.22, . . . )� �
図 3 Example of state update

spot selection.

R =

M∑

m=1

pm · ekm − 1

N

N∑

n=1

M∑

m=1

pm · en,m

For example, if the decided spot satisfies three preferences and the average by random

selection is 1.3, then the reward is 1.7.

4.4 Experiment by simulated users

The dialogue strategy of the system was optimized using the above dialogue state

expression, reward function, and user simulator using the statics of our trial system

via reinforcement learning so that the manager selects the optimal recommendation

method matched to the dialogue state2). In the typical dialogue strategy of the opti-

mized policy, the system first bridges the knowledge gap with the user and estimates

the user’s preferences (Method 4 and 5), then recommends specific information that

would be useful to the user (Method 6). This flow is similar to the strategy of a human

guide collected in our dialogue corpus6).

Prior to the user study, we examined the performance by user simulation. Simulated

users are assumed to continue a dialogue for 5, 10, and 15 turns, and episodes are sam-

pled using the optimized policy. They are also assumed to have four preferences�1, and

to determine the spot based on their preference Puser under their knowledge Kuser at

that time, and select the spot k with a maximum priority of
∑

m
kk · pk · vkm. The

system parameters, Psys and Ksys are initialized using the statistics obtained by the

trial system2). The system is rewarded by the reward function of section 4.3. We simu-

lated possible automatic speech recognition (ASR) and spoken language understanding

(SLU) errors8), assuming that the semantic content is deleted at 16.7%, which is the

probability that the system was not able to handle in-domain queries in the experiment

using the trial system. The average reward that the system would have received when

the simulated users made the decision after 5, 10, and 15 turns of interaction is listed

in Table 1.

The following baseline strategies were compared with the trained policy:

( 1 ) Random recommendation (B1): The system randomly chooses a recommen-

dation from six methods.
( 2 ) No recommendation (B2): The system only provides the requested informa-

tion and does not generate any recommendations.

The comparison of the average reward between the baseline strategies is also listed in

Table 1. The reward by the optimized strategy was significantly better than that of

baseline strategies�2.

5. User Evaluation

The three dialogue strategies discussed above were evaluated by 40 subjects who

�1 As a result, four parameters in Puser are “1” and the others are “0”.

�2 The maximum possible reward, which is achieved when the user selects the spot that best satisfies

their preferences, was 1.47.
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表 1 Evaluation by user simulation

Reward (±std)

Strategy T = 5 T = 10 T = 15

optimized 0.43 (0.59) 0.68 (0.64) 0.84 (0.62)

B1 0.22 (0.52) 0.46 (0.63) 0.65 (0.63)

B2 0.02 (0.41) 0.13 (0.55) 0.26 (0.58)

had not previously used spoken dialogue systems. Subjects were requested to use the

system to select one sightseeing spot from among 15 alternatives. No instructions or

scenarios were given. They were also requested to use the phrase “I’ve decided to go to

(spot name),” signifying their commitment once they had reached a decision.

We asked 20 users to use the optimized system first and to carry out a dialogue ses-

sion of selecting one spot. After the dialogue session using the optimized system, 13

out of the 20 users were asked to use the baseline system 1 and seven users the baseline

system 2, and another dialogue session was conducted. The other 20 users are asked

to use the systems in reverse order. That is, 13 users used the baseline system 1, then

the optimized system, and seven users used the baseline system 2, then the optimized

system. In total, 785 user utterances were collected. Note that only the first dialogue

session for each subject was a truly valid dialogue episode for our experiment, since the

first such dialogue would very likely alter the state of user knowledge. After the dia-

logue sessions, users were asked to select their preferences (four out of 10 criteria) they

place value on when selecting sightseeing spots through questionnaires. Since subjects

were asked to select from among all criteria, their selections are considered to be their

preferences within the full knowledge of the system. We assumed that the values of p

for selected criteria are “1”.

Before comparing the dialogue strategies, we examined if the user decisions are based

on the priority of
∑

m
kk · pk · vkm as assumed in the user simulator. We regarded

the km and vnm as “1”, when the system lets the user know the information through

recommendations, and examined the order of the selected spot in the priority. The av-

erage order was 1.4, and more than half of users selected the spot with the first priority.

These results suggest that user decisions are related to the priority, although users may

be unconscious of the priority.

We then focused on the users’ first sessions and examined the obtained reward,

length of the dialogue (number of interactions before user’s commitment), out-of-domain

表 2 Evaluation by human subjects (first session)

Strategy Reward Length % OOD % Error % Accept

optimized 0.85 10.1 18.2 1.0 52.5

B1 0.07 9.3 21.4 1.8 27.0

B2 0.09 11.8 21.1 1.4 -

(OOD) query rate, ASR/SLU error rate, and user’s acceptance rate of system recom-

mendation�1. The results are listed in Table 2. As with the result of the simulation,

the system with the optimized dialogue strategy obtained a much higher reward. The

average reward of the optimized strategy 0.85 was significantly higher than that of 0.07

and 0.09 by baseline strategies (p < .05). The user’s acceptance rate of the system

recommendation generated by the optimized strategy was 52.5%, and the percentage

of the OOD utterance rate was lower than that of the baseline strategies. These figures

suggest that the optimized dialogue strategy can recommend appropriate information

matched to the user’s dialogue state, resulting in better decisions by users.

For reference, we then evaluated the result of the second sessions and compared the

results with that from the first sessions. The rewards of the sessions are listed in Table

3. Interestingly, the average reward of the optimized strategy of users in the second

session (= users who used the system with the optimized dialogue strategy after using

the baseline system) was much smaller than that of the users in the first session. The

primary reason for this would be that users selected their second-best spots, since all

users selected a different spot with that which they selected in the first session. Another

reason for this would stem from the fact that the user’s acceptance rate for system rec-

ommendations was lower, resulting in a failure in estimating user preferences. Actually,

the acceptance rate of users of the system with an optimized strategy in the second ses-

sion was 30.0%, which was much lower than that of 52.5% by users in their first session.

The relationship between the average acceptance rate and reward is plotted in Figure

4. Although there was no strong correlation, the rewards of the system by the users

with a low acceptance rate were very likely to be low. While about half of the users

who used the optimized system in the first session accepted system recommendations,

at more than 50%, more than half of users who used the optimized system after using

�1 Note, that Method 1, 4 and 5 are regarded as accepted when the user requests information on

either of the recommended criteria. Method 2 and 6 are regarded as accepted when the user

requests information on either of the recommended spots.
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表 3 Comparison of first and second sessions

Strategy Reward (1st session) Reward (2nd session)

optimized 0.85 -0.17

B1 0.07 -0.06

B2 0.09 0.28
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図 4 Relationship between recommendation acceptance rate and reward

the baseline system did not accept the system recommendation at all. The reason for

the low acceptance rate in the second session would be that the optimized strategy was

intended for users (and trained by simulated users) with little knowledge about the sys-

tem; consequently, several recommended items of information were known information

for the users in the second session. In the trained strategy, the system usually estimates

user preference via methods 4 and 5 at an early stage. And since many users in the

second trial did not accept the recommendation, the system seemed to fail to estimate

user’s preferences�1 and recommending appropriate spots matched to the user. These

results indicate the importance of the prior information for the system parameters in

making appropriate recommendations.

Nonetheless, we believe that the optimized strategy and the dialogue state represen-

tation are effective because every user will experience the first use, and it is important

to enable users to succeed at the first use, as this will likely influence the user’s beliefs

and their impressions of the system. In addition, the problem is considered to be solved

by maintaining the system use history of the user (e.g. by using phone number9)) and

coordinating prior information.

�1 The system could detect only 1.1 out of four preferences of the users who used the baseline system

in advance. The figure was much worse than that of 1.8 for the user who used the optimized

system first.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the results of user evaluations of several dialogue strate-

gies in spoken decision support dialogue systems. We compared the optimized dia-

logue strategy based on POMDP-based dialogue state expression with several baseline

strategies. We confirmed that the optimized strategy that was effective in user simu-

lation experiments worked well in evaluations by real users. However, the results also

demonstrated the importance of prior information on users. Future work thus involves

estimating user profiles, for instance through the system use history, as well as training

in dialogue strategies using multiple profiles of the users.
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